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Please note that this brochure represents suggestions of potential product uses only.  An architect or 

engineer should be engaged prior to the design process in order to determine suitability of the product 

for a particular application.   Since each project is unique, it is important to consult the product details 

and installation recommendations during the design phase.

T E C H N I C A L

SofTILE AP
Sheet Membrane
Insulation
Rooftop

SofTILE AP Application
Cross-sec tion

WARRANTY INFORMATION

SofTILE AP has a 10-year limited warranty.

Color changes by the action of UV are not 

covered by the warranty.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

ASTM Ref.

C67

D573

E303 

D2047

D1667

D395

D412

D412

D624

D2859

E108

Results

No deterioration

No deterioration

Dry 102  Wet 62

Dry .81 Wet .82 

29.5 PSI to 25% Compression

4.37% Permanent Set

107 PSI

165%

6,75kg/cm

>33kg/0.03m3

Pass

Class A (Premium)

Test Lab

SGS

SGS

SGS

SGS

NWL

NWL

SGS

SGS

SGS

NWL

FMR

Test Date

1298

1298

0998

0299

0195

0195

0299

0299

0299

0195

0299

Test Description

 Freeze Thaw 

Rubber Deterioration/Air Oven

Slip Resistance

Slip Resistance 

Compression Deflection

Compression Set

Tensile  Strength

Elongation at Break

Tear Strength

Wear Surface Density (Durability)

Flammability - Burning Pill Test

Flammability - Roof Covering

SofTILE AP is manufactured to be 60.7 cm x 60.7 cm with a tolerance of +- 3 mm due 
to heat related expansion and contraction of rubber products.
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Additional thickness available on request.

EUROPEAN OFFICE
Kennemerstraatweg 464  
1851 NG HEILOO
The Netherlands                   
T:  +31 ( 6 ) 23730787
E:  b.kosters@sofsurfaces.eu

HEAD OFFICE
4393 Discovery Line, P.O. Box 239, 
Petrolia, ON N0N 1R0
T:  1 519 882 8799

www.sofsurfaces.com
Leaders in Locking Safety Tiles

E U R O P E

PACKAGING INFORMATION

Thickness

51 mm

102 mm

          

Pcs/
Pallet (Plt)

   

Weight
Per Tile

11.3 kg  

16.7 kg  

Plt Weight
Incl. Plt

31 kg

46 kg

 

 96 

66

 

 

Plt Height
Incl. Plts

 

1084 kg

    1102 kg    

WARRANTY
YEARYEAR
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SofTILE AP ballast and architectural 

roofing pavers are used on applications

where ballast, protection and visual

appeal are primary design considerations.

SofTILE AP goes beyond function by

creating a truly authentic look and feel

to rooftops and terraces. 
 

While offering unlimited design potential SofTILE AP 

also provides thermal and mechanical protection to 

the roof membrane.  This unique marriage of form 

and function creates effective use of outdoor spaces

above offices, hotels and apartment buildings.

SofTILE AP is manufactured from recycled rubber and

specially formulated binding agents which are molded

into a high density, durable locking paver.  The locking

feature, coupled with resiliency and color diversity are

the unique benefits that have positioned SofTILE AP

as the preferred product for rooftop applications.

Welcome to a world of expressive enduring design -
a place where outdoor style begins.
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D E S I G N

Lo ck ing System

Patent U-shape locking design distributes wind lift

evenly across the entire roof creating a monolithic

surface for moderate wind conditions.  The locking

system is built into the tile and is complimented by

the use of specially formulated adhesives.  Locking

the Pavers together creates a secure system without

disturbing the waterproofing membrane.  This patent

SofTILE AP feature allows ready access to the membrane

in the event that maintenance is necessary.

Built  in  Pedestals

SofTILE AP’s built in pedestal design raises the paver

off of the membrane providing superior multi-

directional drainage.  The hollow-core pedestal

design evenly distributes the paver weight over 64

pedestals.  The built in pedestal system is available

in 3 different heights easily accommodating a

requirement for various paver elevations.

M aterial  Comp osit ion

Unlike concrete pavers, SofTILE AP provides a  resilient, 

shock absorbing traffic source to compliment virtually 

any roofing system application.  The resiliency of the

rubber composition provides a flexibility that allows

automatic adjustment to accommodate minor

undulations and slope variation in the surface.  The

rubber composition is compatible with waterproofing

membranes and does not require installation of a

protective layer in most situations. 

Chamfered Edges

SofTILE AP has been engineered with a chamfered

edge to provide a precision fit and a defined linear

finish.
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When the primary design consideration is ballast or

membrane protection SofTILE AP’s Basic Series is an

ideal solution.  By utilizing 100% recycled rubber

SofTILE AP ballast pavers provide an economical

option for retrofit and renovation projects. 

Elongated rubber strands are used in the top

course of the paver for increased durability and

a smooth visual texture.  The Basic Series provides

seven color offerings which are created through

a pigmentation process.
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P R E M I U Mseries

Replace blandness with beauty
bringing patterns, texture and color
to rooftop terraces.

The SofTILE AP Premium Series adds a new dimen-

sion to the roof top by creating viable recreation

space.  While retaining all of the protective features

of the Basic Series,  SofTILE AP Premium offers 

original design capability to satisfy the most

discerning aesthetic requirements.  SofTILE AP

Premium offers a multitude of both vibrant and

earth tone colors that can be mixed and matched

for complete design integration.  Pattern, texture

and color capabilities are the  hallmarks of the

Premium Series.

UV deterioration, freeze thaw, hail, punctures and flying projectiles are all common contributors 

to premature failures of expensive roofing membranes.  SofTILE AP protects the membrane mech- 

anically and thermally by providing a shield that is trafficable, serviceable and attractive.  Performance

proven in the harshest climatic conditions, SofTILE AP is impervious to cracking, shifting and heaving.

Protec tion

SofTILE AP is a fresh, innovative and
resilient utility surface that protects
your roofing investment year after
year in all weather conditions.
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At SofSURFACES, we are committed to operating our business in a manner that uses 
resources wisely, protects the quality of our environment and the health and safety 
of our families, and communities.

SUSTAINABILIT Y

E nergy Stewardship
 
As an industry leader in recycled products manufacturing, 

our products are made in state-of-the-art facilities where

we strive to continually improve our quality, efficiency, and 

responsible resource management.

 
To that end, in 2009 SofSURFACES began the extensive 

process of engineering a new production system with a 

strong focus on energy conservation.

 
A large part of this process involved updating our equipment

inventory to boost energy efficiency.  HMI control systems 

have been incorporated to conserve energy by automatically 

adjusting process temperatures, in response to ambient temper-

atures outside and within the factory.  These two changes alone

have resulted in a 15% reduction in natural gas usage and a

16% reduction in electricity consumption from 2009 to 2010.

 
In addition, 77% of our raw material supplies come from 

within 180 miles of SofSURFACES manufacturing site, 

resulting in less fuel burned in transporting materials and 

less waste from excess inventory.

 
At our Petrolia facility, we work with EnerNOC a full service 

demand response provider, to help supplement our local 

energy grid.  Our participation in their DemandSMART 

program helps to reduce a portion of our electrical consump-

tion.  When energy supplies are low or a grid emergency is

declared, we help to ensure there is enough electric for our 

company and for our neighbors.

 

Air  Q ualit y  Control

Through raw material selection and manufacturing process

control, SofSURFACES is able to ensure that harmful emis-

sions are not given off to employees or the environment.

All of the raw material used in the manufacturer of our products 

are phthalate free or compliant.  The resins used in our pro-

duction process are the safest available with no free isocynates.  

Continual industrial hygiene sampling has shown that there

are no free isocyanates in the manufacturing environment

and periodic air monitoring indicates that environmental 

emissions are less than 7% of allowable limits.

 

 

What is  LEED?
 
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 

Green Building Rating System represents the U.S. Green 

Building Council’s effort to provide a national standard for 

what constitutes a green building.  

LEED certification provides independent, third-party verifi-

cation that a building, home or community was designed 

and built using strategies aimed at achieving high perform-

ance in key areas of human and environmental health: 

sustainable site development, water savings, energy 

efficiency, materials selection and indoor environmental 

quality.

For more info visit www.Usgbc.org
 

Rec ycl ing Effor ts
 
SofTILE AP contains between 74% and 93% post consumer 

recycled content with each tile utilizing a minimum of 1.5 

passenger tires in its manufacture.  This year approximately 

750,000 passenger tires will be diverted from North America’s 

landfills to be used in the manufacturer of our family of 

products. 

 
SofTILE AP is sustainable in that 100% of the product can be 

returned to our facility, reprocessed and reintegrated into 

new products once the surface has reached the end of its 

useful service life. Because recycling is the core of our 

business, all of our production scrap is automatically col-

lected and recycled back into the system so nothing goes

to waste.  Each year this translates into nearly 1 million 

pounds of diverted industrial scrap.

Our recycling efforts don’t stop with our products or our 

manufacturing plants.  SofSURFACES actively recycles

paper, plastic, and cans at its office facilities.  We purchase 

sustainable office supplies, recycle printer cartridges, and

favor environmentally friendly materials and procedures 

whenever possible.

SofTILE AP meets the stringent criteria required to contribute

towards points under 2 of the 6 LEED rating system 

categories including MR 4.1 and MR 4.2.

  

 

SUSTAINABILIT Y
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